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commenced kicking tail immediately and promptly set the standard by which competition bikes
were measured. Even after all the victories and championships since then, including more AMA
Supercross wins this season than anybody else per Chad Reed , our beloved Supercross
contender continues its relentless march toward perfection. Compare with any other bike.
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overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Parts and accessories available from Revzilla
Motocross. Ships to the US. Join the 05 Yamaha YZ discussion group or the general Yamaha
discussion group. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Buying a bike starts at Bikez Get
a list of related motorbikes before you buy this Yamaha. Inspect technical data. Look at photos.
Read the riders' comments at the bike's discussion group. And check out the bike's reliability,
repair costs, etc. Show any Yamaha YZ for sale on our Bikez. You can also sign up for e-mail
notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. And advertise your old MC for sale.
Our efficient ads are free. You are also welcome to read and submit motorcycle reviews. Rating
sample for this Yamaha bike. Reliability for the Yamaha YZ You can also compare bikes. Make
Yamaha. Model Yz Model Yz It also has c-cycle suspension, moose racing skid plate, moose
racing unbreakable levers, excel wheels with talon hubs, o ring chain and sprockets, all new
wheel bearings, shock linkage bearings, steering stem bearings, and swing arm bearings.
Basically every bearing on the bike was replaced, and also It has been meticulously maintained
with a moose air filter that was always cleaned, and fresh oils. Also some with tons of extras.
This bike is fully rebuilt, all the linkage bearings, swing arm bearings, wheel bearings, new front
sprocket, rear sprocket and chain are good yet. Handlebars are also new, new grips, plastics.
This bike was a practice bike that was well taken care of. I moved my son up to a this spring and
this bike just sat. The engine was rebuilt this month with receipts to show also a new hour
meter was installed to show the time on the bike sense everything was new. All the suspension
and bearings were done this spring with 2 rides on them. This is a great deal, i will also be
selling his race bike this spring. Great chance for a great deal for an early Christmas present.
Any questions please ask. Model YZ Engine Liquid-cooled, reed valve-inducted. The all-new YZ
is 10 pounds lighter , making it the ultimate in power-to-weight in the class. This pure-bred,
intense, hard-charging super-lightweight animal is here to kick some tail. Start with a more
powerful and compact six-speed engine that's four pounds lighter. Then there's the new 48mm
fork and the improved, anti-bottoming shock, linkage and rigid new swingarm mounting - to
better deal with the punishment only youthful exuberance unleashed upon a motocross track
can dish out. Also new for , a Renthal aluminum handlebar shaves more weight, cuts vibes, and
looks sweet along with new magnesium clutch cover and titanium footpegs. The
instant-reacting YZ is not playing, and casual riding is not its strong suit. This one's built to
race, to ride hard and to aim at the top of the podium. Keep it on the pipe and claim your reward:
an unmatchable combination of power and lightness that no other will match. The only thing
that comes close to the freedom of a boat on the water is a motorcycle on the open road. This
laid back cruiser style Yamaha Silverado is a beauty. The speakers are loud so you can listen to
all your favorite songs as you go down the highway. There is plenty of storage on this bike so it
would be great for road trips. The low miles on the motor means this bike will be running for a
long time so you can enjoy plenty of rides from here on out. Come on down and test drive this
awesome bike today!!! Call now Model YZ This bike is off-road ready! It has lots of extras and
the suspension was recently re-valved by Enzo. Model Yzf R1. Has two new Q3 tires recently put
on. The bike has about 15, miles on it. The bike overall is in great condition wit some minor
blemishes on the fairings. Asking price is 4, Its comes with a deep rumble Freedom
Performance True Duals exhaust. The saddle bags have chrome guards along with the engine
which is black. New avon tires and a Corbin driver and passenger seat with backrests for both.
The passenger floorboards are OEM chrome. Model FZ1. The FZ1 offers a more traditional
upright seating position, yet sacrifices nothing in terms of engine and handling performance.
Sometimes it feels sinful to hide an engine like the R1 derived, valve, Genesis powerplant
behind bodywork In the end, you can come at it from either direction: practical transportation,
or horse sport bike. Both paths will bring you around, eventually, to the one bike that? Make
Harley-Davidson. Roland Sands handle bars, steel braided cables. Lowered 2 inches. Screamin

Eagle race tuner. Vance and Hines Big Radius exhaust. Aftermarket foot pegs and hand grips.
Other miscellaneous aftermarket parts. New battery a month ago. I Only road it once in the
mountains like 3yrs ago and 3 to 4 times in the street. It's been kept away dust free and ready to
ride. It's a 2 stroke blue and white, lil scratches, I fell off of it twice lol. The reason I'm selling my
bike it's because I never ride it and I want a street bike. My number is Gabriel. Day Heights, OH.
Bayfield, CO. Baton Rouge, LA. Ridgefield, WA. Ravenscroft, TN. Olmos Park, TX. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Yz Year Make Yamaha Model
Yz Year Make Yamaha Model Yz Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Petersburg, Florida.
Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model YZ. Model YZF. I am second owner of the bike and
have ridden it maybe 5 times before i moved to the city for a job offer and just don't have the
time to travel just to go ride it work 6 sometimes 7 days a week so traveling to go ride is a bit
impossible. The sale will be completed either through pay pal credit card or cashiers check sent
to me. Once payment is received cost of shipping will be included in the total price of bike and
when payment is received in full bike will be shipped cost of shipping not included and
purchaser is responsible for having bike picked up and shipped to their location. Model WR. It
has a cc 15 cu in liquid-cooled single nikasil coated cylinder engine. First offered in , it shared
many components and design concepts with the YZF motocross model. It is basically the YZF
detuned slightly for more controllable power, with a headlight and lighting coil, softer
suspension, a kickstand, lower noise specifications, larger radiators, and lower emissions. Over
the years the WRF has benefited from the advances made in the YZ motocross version gaining
advancements such as an aluminum frame and improved suspension. Bike is in immaculate
condition and has never been dropped or crashed. Extras include: Works Connection skid plate,
Pro Taper Twister throttle tube, extra air filters, and Galfer Tsunami oversized front brake rotor.
Enzo did the suspension for Lbs. I'm selling the bike because I have too many bikes. The F's
don't have enough power so i'm denouncing them. No trades Located in Schaumburg, IL. Bike
was purchased in Wisconsin so I have a clear Bill of Sale. My YZF is one of the nicest of the 's!
One or two solid kicks brings her to a growling start and is then ready to provide all the low end
torque with plenty of high end for the majority of us. Many years ago, I had dreams of
motocross stardom and this would have been my ticket to get back in the saddle again no tears
needed I do at least 15k miles on my street bikes. I just don't have time to ride anymore, I have a
year and half year old son and too many hobbies and the new incumbent is flying Basically
stock minus Tag bars and top clamp with Brush guards. Oil changed after every other ride since
I have owned it. Filter cleaned after each ride. Feel free to ask any questions you may have!
Happy Bidding. This bike is better and more reliable then when it rolled off the assembly line in I
have been racing and wrenching on motocross bikes since I am a professional mechanic and
have totally restored this bike. There is no way i can list everything I did but I will try. First the
new, connecting rod,crank bearings,piston,exhaust pipe,plastic,seat cover and
foam,handlebars,grips and levers,all cables,suspension bearings,shock and fork seals,shock
bumper,air filter,tires and spokes,chain and sprockets, all engine seals and bearings,brake
pads. Now custom made parts,one piece top clamp,oversized pegs and custom routed water
hoses. I have pictures of rebuild so if i missed anything I'm sure I have it on my rebuild pictures.
I have only rode down the street to verify tranny and engine performance which was flawless. I
didn't want to take in dirt, I will let the new owner have that thrill. Good luck bidding and God
bless. The person I bought this from completely disassembled it and cleaned everything. Then
went through it mechanically. I ran a drove the bike very little and it ran great and shifted trough
the gears fine and then stored it over the winter. I couldn't get it running this spring though. It
backfires and sputters a simple carb clean, fresh battery, new spark plug and fresh fuel did not
do the trick. It comes with a free and clear title in my name. Please take a look at the large
pictures to get a better idea of condition and email me if you have any questions or call Buyer is
responsible for shipping arrangements and payment. I will help a shipper load the bike on a
truck I can recommend a few good motorcycle carriers. Final payment after deposit to be made
with cash, bank wire transfer or cashiers check only cashiers checks must clear bank account
before bike ships. Stock Pro Circuit Ti- Exhaust. Zero mechanical issues. Low hours, starts easy
and runs very strong. Current power sports lending rates as low as 1. Had been sitting for 2
years, low hours. Fluids have been changed, carbs jetted, New parts put on. All work done by
certified mechanics. Receipt provided. No title but bill of sales will be provided by seasoned
auto sales company. If both are purchased price will drastically decrease. It has been sitting for
two winters, so the carburetor needs to be cleaned. The bike could use a new throttle return
spring and pet-cock. I used to work at Carolina Yamaha - I had a good parts connection. I pledge
that everything described and shown here to be accurate. Thanks for shopping!! Great beginner
bike or for experienced rider. Excellent condition. Never raced. All stock, no mods. Tags and

registration current. Pink in hand. Very clean bike. I'm the original owner. Rarely used. Time to
sell it. Has been garaged since day one. All maintenance done, records and manual included.
Starts up on first crank, shifts smooth. The only thing I added was a new fuel screw with
external adjuster for changing setting. Bike has no issues. Let me know if you want to see more
photos. Also have videos if you want to hear it and see it in action. This vehicle comes with full
factory warranty. We do not charge any additional fees for Ebay listings. GA residents will need
to add sales tax. Call Dan Slavy at to setup your payment options and pickup time. We are a
fully authorized Yamaha dealer. Please make sure to ask for financing, extended warranty
options, and discounted accessory pricing. Fuel Capacity2. Ground Clearance Seat Height
Awarded Dirt Rider's prestigious "Bike of the Year" and the bike of choice by the majority of MX
critics and experts, the YZF features a powerful EFI engine, lightweight chassis, superior mass
centralization and class-leading suspension components for improved high RPM power with
truly instinctive handling. Top FeaturesLiquid-cooled, DOHC 4-valve, fuel-injected engine with
the same forward-positioned, straight intake, rear-inclined cylinder, and rear-positioned exhaust
layout as the YZF. The 4-titanium-valve cylinder head is matched to a fuel injection system that
provides power at mid-to-high rpm. The aluminum Bilateral Beam frame offers a superb rigidity
balance and provides unmatched lightweight handling. The exhaust pipe has an innovative
layout, circling the cylinder, giving the exhaust pipe proper length for an excellent exhaust
pulse effect. At the same time, the exhaust pipe has three different diameters throughout the
exhaust tract, bringing out excellent power characteristics. This layout allows the silencer
behind the side panel, making it closer to the middle of the bike for centralized mass for
superior handling. The front intake layout with large air filter element adds the benefit of
reduced air filter maintenance due to its positioning away from dirt roost from the rear wheel.
Engine FeaturesA liquid-cooled, DOHC 4-valve, fuel-injected engine with the same
forward-positioned straight intake, rear-inclined cylinder and rear-positioned exhaust layout as
the YZF. The engine, with its straight and symmetrical intake and exhaust ports and compact,
high-compression combustion chamber, delivers outstanding engine character in the
high-speed range. The adjustable fuel injection system uses a 44mm throttle body fed by a
high-pressure battery-less electric fuel pump. The system controls the volume of fuel injected
and the ignition timing based on engine rpm and throttle opening, providing hesitation-free
response and controllability. Various detailed design measures are adopted to reduce
horsepower loss. The forged 2-ring piston is light weight and is cooled by an oil spray jet. In
addition, the compression ring is a single-ring design instead of the conventional two ring. This
piston and rings, along with the offset cylinder configuration, reduce friction loss and
contribute to quick response. As with the YZF, an innovative exhaust pipe design is adopted to
increase mass centralization and improve power development characteristics. This layout
moves the rear end of the exhaust pipe farther forward and enables a muffler position close to
the center of the mass. Adjustments are made in the pipe diameter in its various sections
resulting in excellent exhaust pulse effect that contributes to high rpm power output. The
compact wet sump lubrication system with piston cooler spray jet maintains excellent engine
durability and eliminates the need for an oil tank, which lowers engine weight. This creates a
more compact engine that contributes to mass centralization and unmatched handling. The
transmission and shift mechanisms reduce drive-force loss during gear changes and produce
smoother shift operations and surer shift action. New for New front fork settings offer greater
performance in the mid-to-end stroke. The layout contributes to centralized mass for a
lightweight handling feeling. The rear suspension also features settings optimized for ideal
damping characteristics to match the chassis dimensions. The large diameter 22mm front axle
and top triple clamp increases rigidity for excellent handling and front end feel. The handlebar
mounts are rubber mounted to improve comfort and reduce handlebar vibration. The air filter is
positioned away from the rear wheel which means less maintenance for the rider. Seat Height:
Wheelbase: Ground Clearance: Fuel Capacity: 2. Wet Weight: lb. Wet weight includes the
vehicle with all standard equipment and all fluids, including oil, coolant as applicable and a full
tank of fuel. It does not include the weight of options or accessories. Wet weight is useful in
making real-world comparisons with other models. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Fairbury, IL. Fort
Rice, ND. Easton, PA. Mill Valley, CA. Morristown, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Dirt Bike. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Yamaha Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Over the last few years, cc four-stroke motocross bikes
competing in the cc class have swelled from a single Yamaha YZF to four potent, easy-starting,
fairly light track weapons that are all but unbeatable on starts. So you see why the class has
become one of the most popular: It's all about power. A cc thumper doesn't make any more
peak power than a good cc two-stroke, but it makes usable power over an rpm range that is up

to twice as long as a 's. Along with tractability a two-stroke can't match, that makes the small
weight penalty seem like a bargain. In large part, the cc four-stroke has gone from
unconceivable to a class-changing replacement for many cc two-strokes. We see that trend
slowing a little, but these machines remain hot news. The big question is: Which one is the
best? We have the answer, but we were amazed at how good all the bikes are. The overall high
level of these machines motivated us to change our shootout format a bit. Throughout Dirt
Rider's history, we have evolved the format to ensure that we bring you the best possible
information. Our aim is to supply every detail to make an informed purchase if you've waited,
and the best settings for each machine if you haven't. With the bikes being so close in engine
performance, we employed additional scientific yardsticks as well as more-intense
seat-of-the-pants impressions. We began our initial testing at the introductions of the bikes.
From there, the Dirt Rider test staff visited five tracks, coming up with basic setup and learning
each bike's weak and strong points. We began our group testing while doing photos at Staben
Ranch's private supercross track. After finishing up our shots, the riders switched around a bit
to get a feel for the bikes on the hard surface and large jumps. We regrouped at RaceTown for
its fast and rough outdoor-style track with a surface that varies from desert sand to packed clay.
We augmented three of our core test riders with enough pilots to assemble three groups of four
riders. We had a novice moto, an intermediate skill group and a quartet of pros. We put each
group through four motos in which they rode a different machine in each heat and raced each
other. Through race simulation, our testers were able to pick aspects they liked and didn't like
in situations you can only feel when really pushing the bike and your body to the limit. Next we
put each bike through a series of tests using a radar gun to compare acceleration, top speed
and stopping distances. Only then, after the track was well and truly hammered, did we begin
our normal shootout testing. Our final day was conducted at Piru Motocross Park, where we
continued learning more about jetting and suspension settings. After the roost settled, it was
clear that each bike has a distinct power delivery and unique handling as well as varied rider
compartments. All four bikes are good--good enough that when the gate drops, it's ultimately up
to the rider. Our race simulations and lap times proved it's the rider, as all of our testers had
consistent lap times and moto finishes on all four bikes. The bikes definitely feel different, but
switching from one to another didn't affect who finished where in any of the three groups--at
most, it only closed up gaps. This shootout really came down to nuances, but when bikes are
this close in performance, small things count big. One bike had the details dialed, felt great to
every rider and indeed was the unanimous winner. But earlier we stated the question was
"Which bike is best? So read on to figure out which bike best suits your needs. Motorheads
These bikes are all about motor. Since they have basically the same chassis as cc two-strokes,
and they do still weigh a bit more, if it weren't for the quantity and quality of the power that cc
four-strokes produce, they wouldn't be so popular. And make no mistake, all of these engines
are a tough act for a cc two-stroke to stay ahead of. All four machines have engines best
described as refined rather than fully revamped, but all start reliably and consistently, run
cleanly and make beaucoup power. The claimed changes seem almost insignificant, but the
motor proved extremely potent. Our test riders loved the hard-hitting motor character. Off the
bottom, the motor pulls hard, though not as low or as smoothly as the CRF. On the track, the
motor revs the furthest and builds revs the fastest, but it almost feels as though it has two
powerbands: one that pulls from the bottom up through the upper midrange and a second rush
during the overrev. That is, the engine gets a little lazy up top, then kicks in again for the
overrev portion of the power. For that reason, we say the Yamaha pulls longer and harder on
top. Suzuki states its model built by Kawasaki on the same production line has different
standard jetting. Our bike came jetted like a Kawasaki, but Suzuki claimed it had rejetted the
bike while breaking it in. The transmission worked well, and the bike shifted with ease under
acceleration. But we did notice that the transmission is sensitive and wants fresh oil at all times.
We experienced a few shifting problems with dirty oil in the KX-F; once we changed the oil, it
shifted fine. The clutch works well, but our bike was ridden hard and we suffered some slipping.
We changed the clutch springs at the first sign of slipping, then had no problem for the
remainder of our test. Keep an eye on them. One of the biggest differences observed, and loved,
was that the twins now start with ease. Even after a tip-over, we had no problems re-lighting the
motor. Even more welcome, our bikes ran cool with zero radiator boil-over during the test,
thanks to much-larger radiators. The transmission has stronger gears, and they gave us no
trouble, but we didn't expect anything this early, either. Since the YZF first arrived in , the motor
has been the strongest part of the bike. For , it still has a ton of meat. Off the bottom, the motor
is a bit soft and will hiccup or hesitate if you try to roll the power on quickly with the throttle. It
requires a bit of clutch to get going, but once the revs pick up, it generates a very strong
midrange and top-end with a nice dose of overrev. The Yamie feels as though it pulls harder

than the other bikes, especially on top. The power just never seems to go flat. On the dyno it
does pull the hardest up near the top, but it never matches the peak torque numbers of the
KawaZuki. Out of tight corners, with some clutch the Yamaha makes it easy to get the power to
the ground and tackle any obstacle in its way. Intermediate- and pro-level riders will love the
high revving and hard-hitting power. The transmission shifts smoothly under power, and the
clutch has a nice, light pull to it with zero fading. Of all four bikes, the YZ-F feels as if it has the
brute muscle, yet at the same time it has the best reputation for mechanical longevity. Yamaha
has been criticized for the weight and complexity of its dry sump engine, which carries the oil in
the frame. That design complicates removing the engine from the frame, but having the oil in
the frame lets the frame itself act as a giant oil cooler. No doubt that accounts for some of the
Yamaha's reliability. For , Honda engineers made a few minor changes to the motor, and those
mods help it bolt out of tight turns faster and harder. Our '04 model struggled with the uphill
pulls and right-out-of-turn jumps at Piru MX, but the '05 shines there. As with the '04 CRFR, the
'05 is deceptively smooth and consistent at very low rpm. The CRFR is extremely rider-friendly
for beginners and novices; the power is usable and easy to find. The midrange is where the
power comes on strong and pulls hard into a really quick top-end with a bit of overrev. The
difference is more noticeable when the track surface is soft, sandy or muddy than it is on
packed terrain. The power is very smooth. In fact, at times you feel it's not going to be enough
to get you over obstacles on the track, yet it always does. Compared with the other three bikes,
the motor on the CRF has clean roll-on power at a lower rpm, a trait loved by our novice-level
testers. The power gets to the ground in a controllable fashion, and you can tell what the bike is
doing at all times. The transmission shifts smoothly under hard acceleration, and false neutral
is hard to find. The clean shifting is a help, since the Honda demands slightly more gearbox
action than the other bikes. There are times when the others clear sections effortlessly in third
gear, while the Honda just doesn't have quite enough in third. No doubt there are gearing
changes that would help, but the other bikes don't need them. The CRF clutch has a light pull to
it and worked well, but it was completely smoked on the last day of our test at the tight Piru MX
track. We replaced all the plates and springs. We've had the best clutch life and performance
running a two-stroke gearbox-specific lubricant in the Honda transmission. Fork During our '04
shootout Jan. Although the Yamaha's new Kayaba suspension is close, the Showa fork is
unmatchable. The Showa unit on the red flyer can do no wrong! The stock setting worked great
for just about all of our test riders. Making changes to the fork was simple, as the Showa unit
responds to the smallest adjustments. The fork soaks up anything in its path under braking, and
you can pick any line you want at any time. Changing lines at a moment's notice is worry-free as
the fork keeps the front wheel firmly planted. The beginning of the stroke is a bit soft, but
overall, the fork is progressive and works great when riding hard or just cruising. The fork also
has great bottoming resistance with absolutely no stiction. The fork is more progressive while
offering a plusher ride and major bottoming resistance. It has a finish so soft and smooth that
some test riders never felt it bottom. Armstrong was amazed at how well the YZ-F's fork soaked
up what he thought was a landing that would put him on his head. The fork stays perfectly
straight under braking bumps, and the front tire always feels planted under braking and during
acceleration. The bikes' Kayaba components didn't get the best reviews last year, and
surprisingly, they made basically no changes for '05 other than a new low-drag fork seal. The
fork works great in smooth conditions, but once the track gets rough, the fork gets "the jitters.
It's hard to get the front end to settle once the bike is leaned over. During our initial tests with
both the KX-F and the RM-Z, we noticed it took adjustments of three to four clicks to feel a
significant difference. The initial portion of the stroke works OK, but partway through, the action
gets harsh. It goes from not being progressive enough in the beginning of the stroke to being
too progressive at the bottom of the stroke. At the same time, bottoming resistance isn't great.
Basically, it gives an inconsistent feel; and in rough conditions, it's hard to hit the same lines all
the time. These factors make the bike tiring to ride. We played around with the settings and
were able to reach a few positive results, but clicker adjustments are not the answer. This
Kayaba fork doesn't come close to the suspension components on the Yamaha or the Honda.
Shock As with the fork, the Honda's Showa shock is all but flawless. The spring rate worked
well for any test rider who would conceivably race a bike this small--at least as long as the sag
was set to each individual's weight. Under power, the shock soaks up acceleration bumps and
keeps the rear tire hooked up and driving forward. Bottoming it out is hard to do, and when it
did bottom, that wasn't a big deal. The shock feels very controlled and consistent; there are
absolutely no surprises. Kris Keefer felt he could go faster, longer because the bike didn't
fatigue him as much or as quickly as the other bikes. He loved the way the shock soaked up the
high-speed natural-sand whoops. Keefer also felt the Showa shock stayed the most consistent
during long motos; the shock never faded as it heated up. Even the Yamaha struggled with

them every once in a while, but the CRF simply ate them right up. Bottom line: The shock is one
of the strongest points on the Honda. You can choose any line you want, smooth or rough, and
the bike is going to act the same and give you nothing but confidence. Like the Yamaha's fork,
its Kayaba shock received some fine-tuning that went a long way. The shock on the blue falcon
works much like the fork: It offers a very progressive feel while swallowing anything in its path.
Under hard acceleration the shock soaks up bumps, allowing the rear tire to hook up at all
times. Even in the windy, extremely dry conditions that we experienced at Piru MX, the rear tire
tracks straight and never wastes traction. The shock absorbs big hits, and bottoming is rare and
avoidable for the lighter riders. Keefer and Karel Kramer felt the shock blew through the travel
too quickly. The stock spring works well for a wide range of riders as long as the sag is properly
adjusted. Making clicker adjustments really changed the way the shock performed, as it was
very sensitive to any adjustments we tried, making it convenient to dial in for each of our test
riders. The shock has similar characteristics to the fork; it's very unprogressive and tends to
blow through the stroke on big hits. Under acceleration, the shock tracks pretty straight, but if
there are bumps out of the corner while you are still leaned over on the gas, it's hard to get the
bike to do the same thing every lap. We played around with the settings and found the shock to
be more tunable than the fork even without a high-speed compression adjuster , but we could
do very little to get rid of the harsh feeling of square-edge bumps. Handling When it comes to
handling, the CRF is in a class of its own. Although all the bikes are excellent, the CRF simply
outhandles its competition. It takes just a few laps to get comfortable with the Honda; all of our
test riders had no problems getting up to speed quickly. The bike is extremely maneuverable
and has a very thin feel to it. The CRF feels light, and its center of gravity is perfect, allowing
you to get the bike to do almost anything you want. The handling is so good it almost has you
believing you can do no wrong, which helps build tremendous confidence. The CRF is also
maneuverable in the air when necessary. This bike is all about trust. Just ride it and, for the
most part, do what you want, and the bike will work with you. Getting the CRFR turned is as
easy as it gets! Because of the incredible suspension and great cg, the bike turns as if it is on
rails. In tight, rutted corners, the CRF hooks up from the beginning of the corner all the way
through the end. In dry, hard-packed conditions, the red wonder offers a ton of
confidence-inspiring input into the Renthal handlebar just as it gives you plenty of warning
before the front wheel slides. We did experience a bit of front-end push in dry conditions, but
we monkeyed with different ride heights and were able to dial it in. In tight corners, the bike
leans over effortlessly, and it settles perfectly in the suspension's stroke. It acts the same every
lap; the handling is super-consistent and very accurate. It craves midair antics and is very agile
when airborne. It feels light, as the center of gravity is perfect. The overall handling works great
for any level of rider and is really inviting for beginners and novices. It's not top-heavy, and
once you get a good feel for what the suspension is doing, the rest of the bike quickly becomes
predictable. Dirt Rider test rider Cameron Heisser has been racing an '04 RM-Z all season long
and feels strongly that, with a bit of seat time, a rider can overcome the suspension and
capitalize on the great handling. Even with the suspension clouding the issue, riders praised the
bike's combination of stability and dexterity. Moving up into the front of the seat for tight
corners comes naturally, and the cockpit almost forces you into an aggressive riding position.
When the suspension settles, the front tire stays planted and offers good feedback; the bike's
limits are easy to sense, which, for most of our test riders, was very confidence-inspiring. When
exiting corners, the bike reacts to sudden body-position changes, which helps greatly in picking
up the line you want. Handling is a touchy subject with the Yamaha. There is no question the
YZF has a great chassis and handles well, but almost all of our riders had small issues. In the
air, the YZ-F is maneuverable and feels light; but on the ground it has a different feel, much
different from the other three bikes. Some of our testers felt they had trouble getting over the
front of the bike and struggled a bit with the handling in sandy or extremely loamy conditions.
The stock Renthal bar feels low and swept-back, keeping most of the rider's weight toward the
back of the bike. After switching to a taller, less-swept Renthal handlebar, we found it much
easier to get our weight over the front end. The taller bar made a huge difference and was
preferred by all of our test riders over the stock bend. Being able to carry more weight over the
front end allowed some of our testers to ride the bike more aggressively and with more
assurance. In high-speed sections, the Yamaha is super-stable and never once put any of us
through any drama. Changing course on the YZF in a hurry was tough to do in slow, sandy
conditions as it feels top-heavy compared with the other bikes. The Honda and the twins lean
lightly into turns, while the YZ-F tips into them. The center of gravity feels high, and this is more
than noticeable--the front end tends to push. Part of this problem may come from the lack of
weight on the front tire and some of it from a slightly higher engine placement in the frame. In
hard-packed conditions, the YZ-F works better. As noticeable as the falling-in sensation is in

turns, you will probably never recognize it if you only ride a Yamaha. It's when you jump from
the low-feeling KX-F or the neutral-feeling Honda that you take note. Rider Accommmodations
The Honda's riding position encourages such descriptions as flawless, effortless and even
perfect. Basically, you never think about the bike, you just concentrate on riding. Honda has
made the CRFR as close to one-size-fits-all as possible. It feels roomy; although bean stalks
might opt for a triple clamp that moves the bar forward, the greater part of the population won't
feel a bit cramped. The seat offers plush but supportive padding that doesn't wear your behind
down and is quite comfortable. All the bodywork is tucked in nicely; your gear doesn't snag
anywhere, so it's easy to move about on the bike. The gripper seat cover offers good traction
and is built to last. The stock Honda hand grips were liked by all of our testers, and everyone
loved the stock Renthal handlebar. We give the riding position credit for much of the Honda's
fine handling. The Yamaha has a nice slim feel. All the bodywork is tucked in tight, and it is
painless to move around on the bike. The bike caters to smaller riders; our taller testers
struggled to get their weight over the front of the bike. But a taller, straighter handlebar made
the bike much more comfortable for our taller riders, too. A triple clamp with a more-forward bar
position would be a better fix for NBA rejects. The seat meshes tightly with the gas tank but
doesn't offer a whole lot of padding, especially toward the rear of the seat; there it gets thin and
is a bit jarring. The new gripper seat cover is the best of the four and offers a ton of grip, and it
didn't show any signs of wear and tear. The bar looked as if Kawasaki wanted to increase the
distance between the footpegs and the handlebar but didn't want to invest in a new top triple
clamp, so it pushed the outer ends of the bar forward. The seat is a shade firmer than the CRF's
but well-padded and comfortable. In addition, it offers some cushion for those times you must
remain seated over bumps. Our short and tall testers approved the peg-to-seat height, and all
but the tallest liked the distance from the seat to the handlebar. After we swapped to a Renthal ,
the ergonomics were very satisfying, as the seat, handlebar and footpegs feel very natural and
comfortable while still feeling aggressive. We did have two complaints about the thickness of
the newly designed front brake lever and clutch lever: Both levers are a bit wider and thicker to
help stand up in a crash. Stopping Power At least one of our riders was a severe test for the
brakes. All four bikes had blued and discolored rotors by the end of the shootout, yet we
suffered no fading or squealing from any of the brakes. While the ratings differed here, all of the
brakes are good enough that they shouldn't be a factor when choosing one bike over another.
Honda has always been renowned for excellent brakes, and this year is no different. The front
brake offers strong stopping power with no signs of fading. The rear is also strong with no fade
and always maintains the same feel on the brake lever. Both brakes offer plenty of feedback and
never lock either wheel without sufficient warning. Yamaha engineers were finally able to route
the front brake line "Honda style," and the front brake offers strong stopping power with no
hints of fading. The front has a good feel to it and has consistent modulation. The rear offers
good, strong braking power and is very usable. It never showed any signs of heating or fading.
The lever and pedal always feel solid, and the brakes never suffered any sudden lockup. Fit,
Finish and Standard Equipment Yet another area in which the Honda takes the top spot on the
podium--the hardware on the CRF is unmatched as it's built with quality and fine attention to
detail. Every nut and bolt is top-notch--absolutely no cut corners, only the best. The bodywork
remains looking fresh and doesn't fade in the sun. The Showa suspension is superb, and the
stock Renthal handlebar was liked by all of our testers. The aluminum frame is simple to keep
looking new, and the bike doesn't feel old as fast as some steel frames. The sole downfall is the
sensitive clutch, but only the extremely aggressive are going to face the clutch problem. The
Yamaha seems a bit tougher than in previous years and stays looking new a tad longer, but it
shows wear and tear faster than the other bikes. Although the new aluminum Renthal handlebar
has an odd bend to it, it is a clear improvement to a steel bar. The seat cover is new and greatly
improved, and as the toughest of the four seats, it showed no signs of tearing and offers good
grip. The new Kayaba suspension is super-trick internally and externally; it almost looks as if it
came off a factory Yamaha race bike. All the hardware is quality and built to last. The new fork
guards look cleaner and offer a bit more protection. The hardware no longer looks cheap, and it
holds up better after a few wrenching sessions. The oil-filter cover is finally separate from the
water-pump housing. The seat cover held up, and we saw no signs of any tearing. The graphics
on both bikes stayed on surprisingly well, but by the end of our shootout, they were showing
small tears from the constant graze of knee braces. Both bikes desperately need to jettison the
steel handlebar; the steel bar just isn't cutting it, especially when the other four-strokes come
with aluminum units. The Kayaba suspension is outdated and needs revamping. Honda CRFR 2.
Yamaha YZF 3. Given the unanimous decision, we were a little surprised the ratings weren't
reflected in our impromptu motos. The honest truth: It's the rider, not the bike! Yes, you will feel
better on one bike over another; but any one of these bikes is competitive. The choice comes

down to your personal preferences and needs. All the bikes in this class are more than
competitive with each other, and they all have their own strengths and weaknesses. What set
the Honda apart from the others was how well it performed at everything and how rider-friendly
it was. It took virtually no setup effort, and most were able to hop on, ride and feel comfortable
instantly. The Yamaha has great suspension, a powerful engine and proven longevity. Our
experience says the YZ-F top end should last at least twice as long as the Honda and will also
outlast the Kawasaki and Suzuki. When you are spending your own money, that is a major
consideration. Both companies offer excellent amateur support and racing programs that make
owning one desirable. If you routinely modify your suspension anyway, why not look hard at
them? As always, a good deal and, especially, a good dealer should sway your decision.
Serious racers will look hard at the support programs. Take a good look at all of the charts that
we have supplied from our days of testing, and you can see just how close these bikes are in
almost every category. Remember, it's the rider! Redline Report These dyno numbers for the cc
four-stroke motocrossers are very enlightening. But, as we felt on the track, the CRF has
excellent roll-on and very smooth power. It has less peak power of the others. None of the bikes
gets the power to the ground like the CRF, though. The Yamaha begins a little later, but in the
upper rpm ranges it overtakes the Kawasaki. You definitely feel all of these traits on the track.
Four-strokes have always complemented my riding style, and it doesn't seem to matter what
size they are. Surely, the manufacturers didn't have a guy my size in mind when they built these
bikes, and I'm positive that if I were racing them, I would be at a disadvantage. But I'm not
racing that much I am just riding on the moto track , and riding these s is a nonstop
grin-like-an-idiot blast! I have fun on any of them, but I get along best with the Honda. It is just
so effortless and comfortable to ride, it makes me feel as if I know what I'm doing. I have to say,
though, I am impressed with the others. It just holds up so well and has good power and great
suspension; I could work with the ergonomics. The KawaZuki just bums me out. It has the best
seat, is the most fun in turns and has massive power out of them, but the suspensionâ€”and
especially the forkâ€”let it down big time. Not only could it have been a contender but it almost
certainly would have been a winner! I love this motorcycle. The suspension worked like a
dream, soaking up big whoops, big jumps, hard landings, braking bumps, everything. It was
very well-balanced, and I felt comfortable the moment I sat on it. I also liked how easily I could
corner it; it turned on a dime and gave me a huge confidence boost in the corners alone. The
motor had good bottom and strong mid. It fell a little flat on top but still was a very good motor.
The Honda was very fun and easy to ride: perfection! On to my second choice, the Kawasaki. I
know the Kawi and the Suzuki are basically the same bike, but due to different stock
suspension settings and jetting, I felt the KX-F better fit my style. The motor was my favorite
partâ€”it was strong. It pulled hard from the bottom on up and revved forever. This motor felt a
bit stronger than the Honda, but not by much. The suspension felt a little jittery to me, but after
making some adjustments, I got it set up pretty well. This bike felt light and was fun to ride.
Third comes the Suzuki, which, with some different suspension settings and jetting, could be
the same as the Kawi, but out of the box I preferred the Kawi. Once again this bike is quick, to
say the least. Fourth comes the Yamaha, which is a good bike; but I just couldn't get as
comfortable on it as I could on the other bikes. The suspension worked well, not as good as the
Honda but better than the Kawi and Suzuki. It felt stable over jumps and bumps, but I couldn't
get it to corner. The rider position feels really unorthodox; it left me feeling as though the bar
was in my lap, even when I put it pretty far forward. The motor is strong, probably the strongest
in the class. It pulled out of the deepest sand as if it were nothing; the Yamaha definitely isn't
lacking in the motor department. Overall, the Honda has the complete package; it does it all for
me. But what you can't see is how close they all really are. That's why we pulled out the radar
gun and made our test riders do races, to see if there were any traits of the bikes that would
stand out or separate a winner. As the guy riding the bikes for the radar gun, it was astonishing
how different each of them felt, sounded and pulled, yet run after run would yield a similar result
in speed and time. And as much as I would try and see or feel an advantage on the track while
racing or testing these bikes, they were all the same in power and speed, a big factor in this
class. What does stand out are drivability and ridability. And here the CRF shines. It doesn't feel
as if it pulls. But it does, and smoothly. Everything elseâ€”handling, suspension, ergosâ€”just
follow in line. About the only complaint I have with the Honda is its spring rates are better suited
to lighter riders. The Yamaha was a close second, and neither the weight nor the cramped sizing
was an issue for me, as I tend to ride more on the rear of the bike. And I really got along with the
YZ-F's suspension. I honestly wanted to like the Suzuki and Kawasaki, but any choppy ground
took away the motor's fun lure and the best turning feel of this class. I chose the CRFR. The
main reason for its win came down to the very easy-to-ride feel. You can hop right on it and feel
good and go fast. It has great suspenders and does not do anything bad. Second was the YZ-F.

The YZ-F has the strongest gear-to-gear pull of any four-stroke in our shootout. The only thing I
didn't like was the rear shock was a little soft for me. It blew through the stroke too quickly.
Also, I could not get used to the low bar bend it came with. In third was the KX-F. It does not pull
very far. Everything came down to nitpicking. They are all good, raceable bikes! Click here for
bonus F shootout materials including top speed, drag runs acceleration charts and behind the
scenes photos. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search Search. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide.
It has been just four years since Yamaha stunned the world with the debut of the now-legendary
YZF. In that time, the Yamaha crew has gradually fine-tuned the little thumper, but with the
release of the new, jaw-dropping '05 YZ and two-strokes, many wondered if the tuning-fork
engineers had made any kind of effort with their four-stroke program. The care the F received
may not be obvious, but don't be fooled: The YZF's competition has left Yamaha no choice but
to up the ante. For '05, "the little engine that could" received changes to the cylinder-head
intake port and combustion chamber, plus a new piston shape. This translates into usable
power that really connects to the rear tire and grabs traction. The bottom-end requires a bit of
clutch to get the revs up, but the midrange hits hard and carries over to strong top-end. Overall,
throttle response was nearly perfect as the Yamie ran cleanly even when bouncing off the
rev-limiter. The initial throttle response is cleaner compared with that of the '04, especially in
critical timing or rhythm sections. The secret is a new inner carburetor boot using a built-in
velocity stack. The boot still maintains two separate air cavities that force the flow into the air
jets in the back of the carburetor. Both Perris Raceway and Staben Ranch's supercross track
highlighted the quick and clean throttle response. We ran the stock jetting as we were testing
near sea level. All the gears pulled longâ€”the strong point of a four-stroke engineâ€”and the
clutch took abuse well. Confounding expectations, there is no aluminum frame this year. The
frame on the F is basically the same as the '04 model's with the major improvements coming in
the suspension department. The F received a much needed all-new Kayaba fork. This system
also allows the fork to be more speed-sensitive throughout the stroke. Initially, the stroke feels
a bit softer, especially in tight corners, where the front end really settles. Much more
progressive, the fork has major bottoming resistance, which was missing last year. Even when
running stock settings, the fork worked flawlessly through braking and acceleration bumps.
During testing at Staben Ranch, we experienced a few problems with the front tire bouncing off
the ground under hard landings. We went in two clicks on the rebound to slow it up. Just that
slight bit of adjustment made a huge difference, and with an otherwise-stock setting, the YZ-F
took tons of abuse. The shock received very few updates, with the main focus on the top-out of
the rebound stroke. Its great feel is super-progressive and complements the fork well. The
shock soaked up big, square-edged bumps and responded to minor clicker adjustments. At
Perris, the stock shock settings suited all of our riders. On our second day of testing, we went
in three clicks on the low-speed compression to help soak up the bigger supercross hits. We
did experience a bit of front-end push on some dry, flat, hard-packed corners, so we ran the sag
at around 98mm but with poor results, finally finding we were most comfortable with the bike
set at to mm of sag. To improve overall shock performance, the Yamaha crew made some major
changes to the swingarm, shedding almost a full pound off the '04's. This hydro-formed
swingarm now uses a double taper system for weight savings and strength. The ergonomics
feel the same as on the bike, only enhanced by the new Renthal handlebar. The brakes work
great, with the front displaying strong stopping power and no sign of fading. Overall, the entire
package is built with quality hardware, and the only shortfall is the plastic. Yamaha claims the
new plastic doesn't get the white creases as easily when it hits the ground, but after a light
crash, we noticed a big white mark on the front fenderâ€”not huge but still annoying. As for the
MIA aluminum frame on the '05 YZF, we're not too bothered because the fork is as important an
ingredient to this package as any frame material. Maybe it will show up next year, maybe not.
But don't bet too heavily against the bike that changed small-bore motocross! I've always been
a big fan of the YZF, and after riding the '05 model, I'm an even bigger one! The new fork makes
a huge difference; it's very predictable and forgiving. During our testing at the supercross track,
I overjumped a triple three or four timesâ€”you know how it is when you're doing a jump you
know you have no business attempting. The fork soaked up the biggest hits I tossed it; it has
great bottoming resistance. The motor feels similar to last year's; it has a bit more pull from
mid-to-top, and it feels as if it runs cleaner. The jetting seems spot-on, and the power pulls long
and hard while keeping traction. I love the confidence this bike gave me in jumps that were right
out of corners. Honestly, I was all smiles when testing this bike, even when I overjumped that
triple. Never mind that I ha
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d to check my shorts a few times. Even though the F has been my favorite YZ since its
introduction, I've never been a big fan of its suspension. I held Yamaha test rider Doug Dubach
personally responsible for the suspension; his goofy yet productive riding style seemed
unaffected by the initially stiff and nonprogressive nature of the setup. And the bottoming was
too much for my style read: bad jump timing , especially in the front. Now the front works as
well as that of any bike out there, giving me trust in the front wheel everywhere, especially in
chop going in and coming out of turns. The plusher initial stroke is felt through both ends,
giving me more traction and less of a beater ride. As for the motor, though still new and tight
when I rode it, there was some meat to this cc four-stroke, more so than with any of the others
I've ridden. It has an exciting feel that gets better with abundant traction. Menu Sign Up. Dirt
Rider. Search Search. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide.

